SPOTLIGHT: ADA Compliant Emergency Phones

The 1600A Series and 1600-IP Series are ADA Compliant Emergency Phones designed to provide quick and reliable handsfree communication. All 1600A and 1600-IP Series phones meet ADA requirements for elevator and emergency telephones. The phones can dial up to 5 programmable emergency numbers and select models feature a second “INFO” button that can dial non-emergency numbers.

These emergency phones can be programmed from any touch tone phone. Alternatively, the VoIP emergency phones can be programmed from a PC on the same LAN. All models can be programmed to deliver a digital announcement to identify the location of the emergency call. An optional DTMF touch tone code may also be delivered and a “Call Connected” LED can be initiated manually or automatically.

- Viking offers a large selection of colors, chassis styles, and mounting options
- Analog models are phone line powered, requiring no batteries or external power
- VoIP models are PoE powered (class 1)
- Automatic Noise Canceling (ANC) for proper operation in noisy environments
- Complies with ASME A17.1 Elevator Code when used with a Viking LV-1K, DOD 246
- For outdoor applications, Enhanced Weather Protection (EWP) models available, designed to meet IP66 Ingress Protection Rating

Viking Emergency Phones:

1600A Series (analog) see DOD 215
1600-IP Series (VoIP) see DOD 255

What is ADA? On July 26, 1990 the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was signed into law. The ADA prohibits discrimination and guarantees that people with disabilities have the same opportunities as everyone else to participate in the mainstream of American life. To learn more about the ADA, visit: www.ADA.gov

Emergency Phone Panic Buttons

PB-3
Analog (DOD 239)
PB-3-IP
VoIP (DOD 241)

PB-3 and PB-3-IP Panic Buttons are designed to mount discretely under a desk or counter top and provide a quick and reliable way to make a silent emergency call. The called party can silently monitor the situation or engage in two-way handsfree communication by entering a touch tone “#”.

The Panic Buttons will each dial up to 5 emergency numbers. All programming parameters, including phone numbers and location numbers, are stored in non-volatile memory.

The PB-3 and PB-3-IP Panic Buttons can be programmed to automatically deliver a digital announcement identifying the location of the emergency call, as well as an optional DTMF touch tone code may also be delivered. The red LED integrated into the push button will light, indicating that an emergency call is in progress.

PB-3
Analog (DOD 239)
Panic Buttons
PB-3-IP
VoIP (DOD 241)

PB-3 and PB-3-IP Panic Buttons are ideal for classrooms, courtrooms, bank tellers, reception desks & more!

IDEAL FOR:
**TRIVIA QUESTION**

Every year on February 2nd, a famous groundhog in Pennsylvania predicts if there will be 6 more weeks of winter. What is the groundhog’s name?

Everyone who submits the correct answer by 2/28/2021 will be entered into a prize drawing.

**HOW TO ANSWER**
- Call: 715-386-8861
- Fax: 715-386-4344
- Email: info@vikingelectronics.com
- Scan →

**January Trivia:**
- The coldest temperature recorded in the contiguous U.S. was 70 degrees below zero. When and where did this occur?
  - Answer: Rogers Pass, Montana, on January 20, 1954

Congratulations to **DAVE BURSKY** from **NEW IDEAS IN COMMUNICATIONS**!
The LC-6 Line Concentrator eliminates the monthly charges for a dedicated line to each elevator. The LC-6 is designed to be used with the Viking 1600A Series Elevator Phones. Up to six of these emergency phones can communicate with authorized personnel on 3 other phones within a building, or add a telephone line to allow communication outside the building. A call initiated by an emergency phone can dial internally, externally, or both. Any other phones that are activated will be bridged with authorized personnel, thus fulfilling ASME A17.1 requirements.

All telephone line inbound calls are answered by the LC-6. A touch tone command will route the call to any of the phone ports. If no command is detected within 6 seconds, the call will be routed to the last emergency phone that was used. This allows emergency personnel to easily call back to the same phone.

Connections include:
• Fire Floor phone
• Machine Room phone
• Lobby phone
• An output is also provided for driving up to three Viking LM-24D displays to show port status, see DOD 670

For more information on the LC-6, see DOD 245

Line Verification Relay

The LVR-1 Line Verification Relay can be used to monitor the service on analog phone lines or extensions. Phone lines can go out of service at any time and without any warning. You could be paying monthly fees for phone lines that are not in service and not realize it. The LVR-1 can be a real money saver. The LVR-1 Line Verification Relay monitors the voltage on an analog phone line.

For more information on the LVR-1, see DOD 506

Line Sharing Device

The LSD-2 Line Sharing Device allows the user to share an existing phone line with an emergency phone or other priority alarm device. This can save hundreds of dollars a year over leasing a dedicated phone line. The LSD-2 can be used on any C.O. line, analog PA80/KSU station, or FXS port.

An outbound call on the DEVICE 2 (PRIORITY) port takes priority over a call in progress on the DEVICE 1 port. For incoming calls, the LSD-2 can route calls to the DEVICE 2 (PRIORITY) port using Caller ID, Distinctive Ring, or Quick Call Back.

For more information on the LSD-2 see DOD 262

ADA Compliant Tower Phones with Blue LED

• Meets ADA requirements for emergency phones
• High power LED strobe and beacon features:
  - High output / long life LED
  - 4 programmable flash patterns
  - 6 brightness settings
• Analog and VoIP models available
• Enhanced Weather Protection (EWP) comes standard, EWP is designed to meet IP66 Ingress Protection Rating
• Tower Chassis: 8 gauge thick aluminum, 3.0” x 6.0” rectangle tube, powder painted high-visibility yellow
• Surface mount to wall or post
• Power supply included for strobe
• Phone Panel: 14 gauge stainless steel

For more information:
Analog Tower Phones see DOD 217
VoIP Tower Phones see DOD 249
We miss seeing you all at this year’s trade shows! Since we can’t see you in person, we’ve created a virtual booth for you to check out and get the authentic Viking trade show experience -- from ANYWHERE!

Browse our latest product launches, find out what’s coming soon, and see some of our battle-tested favorites.

Got questions? Pick up the phone and call us:
715-386-8861
We are here for you!

Our 2021 Catalog should be arriving in your mailbox shortly! To request a copy, visit:
VIKINGELECTRONICS.COM

Since 1969 Viking has been supplying the security and communications industry with reliable, high-quality American-made products.

- ADA Compliant Emergency Phones
- Panic Buttons
- NEW Analog to IP Speaker Adapter
- Groundhog Trivia
- Emergency Phone Accessories

Viking Electronics, Inc.
1531 Industrial Street
Hudson, WI 54016-9386